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“Cold Case Closure” from Book Vine Press

by Patrick Ian O’Donnell and Chuck

Gaylor is a gripping book that shows

readers on how court trials are being

done.

PALATINE, IL, UNITED STATES,

September 7, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/

-- “Cold Case Closure: A Police

Procedural Novel”:  a fascinating

narrative that makes the readers

wonder how it could be possible to

close a case fairly even if there is a lack

of admissible evidence being brought

to trial. “Cold Case Closure: A Police

Procedural Novel” is the creation of

published authors Patrick O’Donnell, a

published author who is passionate

about writing cold case police

procedures; and Chuck Gaylor, a well-known cold-case detective.

O’Donnell and Gaylor write, “In many capital crimes for which no one has been convicted there

has been little doubt in the minds of law enforcement personnel as to the identity of the

I hope my readers will learn

as much about cold case

police procedures from

reading this book as I did

from writing it.”

Patrick Ian O'Donnell

perpetrator, who for lack of admissible evidence has never

been brought to trial. In Cold Case Closure five such

fictional cases continue to be pursued by a former

homicide detective who appoints himself judge, jury, and

executioner.”

Published by Book Vine Press, O’Donnell and Gaylor’s new

book shows that a trial can be crucial when there is not

enough evidence. The book also exposes that an
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investigation or conducting a cold-case police procedure should be done fairly to be able to

serve the right justice.

With this book, the authors hope that readers will know more about cold case police procedures

and know how to weigh both sides fairly.

BOOK VINE PRESS is a Chicago-based hybrid publishing and marketing company. BVP was

created by an author, for authors. With a combined 18 years of publishing and marketing

experience, BVP provides authors the most affordable and competitive book publishing and

marketing related services with 100% continuous support. Its mission is to provide authors the

most cost-effective quality service while correcting some of the major drawbacks that most self-

publishing companies have, i.e. high retail pricing and printing cost, poor editing, and expensive

but ineffective marketing strategies.
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